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a b s t r a c t 

Deep learning algorithms, in particular convolutional networks, have rapidly become a methodology of 

choice for analyzing medical images. This paper reviews the major deep learning concepts pertinent to 

medical image analysis and summarizes over 300 contributions to the field, most of which appeared in 

the last year. We survey the use of deep learning for image classification, object detection, segmentation, 

registration, and other tasks. Concise overviews are provided of studies per application area: neuro, reti- 

nal, pulmonary, digital pathology, breast, cardiac, abdominal, musculoskeletal. We end with a summary 

of the current state-of-the-art, a critical discussion of open challenges and directions for future research. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

As soon as it was possible to scan and load medical images into 

a computer, researchers have built systems for automated analy- 

sis. Initially, from the 1970s to the 1990s, medical image analysis 

was done with sequential application of low-level pixel processing 

(edge and line detector filters, region growing) and mathematical 

modeling (fitting lines, circles and ellipses) to construct compound 

rule-based systems that solved particular tasks. There is an analogy 

with expert systems with many if-then-else statements that were 

popular in artificial intelligence in the same period. These expert 

systems have been described as GOFAI (good old-fashioned artifi- 

cial intelligence) ( Haugeland, 1985 ) and were often brittle; similar 

to rule-based image processing systems. 

At the end of the 1990s, supervised techniques, where train- 

ing data is used to develop a system, were becoming increasingly 

popular in medical image analysis. Examples include active shape 

models (for segmentation), atlas methods (where the atlases that 

are fit to new data form the training data), and the concept of 

feature extraction and use of statistical classifiers (for computer- 

aided detection and diagnosis). This pattern recognition or ma- 

chine learning approach is still very popular and forms the ba- 

sis of many successful commercially available medical image anal- 

ysis systems. Thus, we have seen a shift from systems that are 

completely designed by humans to systems that are trained by 
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computers using example data from which feature vectors are 

extracted. Computer algorithms determine the optimal decision 

boundary in the high-dimensional feature space. A crucial step in 

the design of such systems is the extraction of discriminant fea- 

tures from the images. This process is still done by human re- 

searchers and, as such, one speaks of systems with handcrafted fea- 

tures. 

A logical next step is to let computers learn the features that 

optimally represent the data for the problem at hand. This concept 

lies at the basis of many deep learning algorithms: models (net- 

works) composed of many layers that transform input data (e.g. 

images) to outputs (e.g. disease present/absent) while learning in- 

creasingly higher level features. The most successful type of mod- 

els for image analysis to date are convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs). CNNs contain many layers that transform their input with 

convolution filters of a small extent. Work on CNNs has been done 

since the late seventies ( Fukushima, 1980 ) and they were already 

applied to medical image analysis in 1995 by Lo et al. (1995) . They 

saw their first successful real-world application in LeNet ( LeCun 

et al., 1998 ) for hand-written digit recognition. Despite these initial 

successes, the use of CNNs did not gather momentum until various 

new techniques were developed for efficiently training deep net- 

works, and advances were made in core computing systems. The 

watershed was the contribution of Krizhevsky et al. (2012) to the 

ImageNet challenge in December 2012. The proposed CNN, called 

AlexNet, won that competition by a large margin. In subsequent 

years, further progress has been made using related but deeper 

architectures ( Russakovsky et al., 2014 ). In computer vision, deep 

convolutional networks have now become the technique of choice. 
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Fig. 1. Breakdown of the papers included in this survey in year of publication, task addressed ( Section 3 ), imaging modality, and application area ( Section 4 ). The number of 

papers for 2017 has been extrapolated from the papers published in January. 

The medical image analysis community has taken notice of 

these pivotal developments. However, the transition from systems 

that use handcrafted features to systems that learn features from 

the data has been gradual. Before the breakthrough of AlexNet, 

many different techniques to learn features were popular. Bengio 

et al. (2013) provide a thorough review of these techniques. They 

include principal component analysis, clustering of image patches, 

dictionary approaches, and many more. Bengio et al. (2013) intro- 

duce CNNs that are trained end-to-end only at the end of their 

review in a section entitled Global training of deep models . In this 

survey, we focus particularly on such deep models, and do not in- 

clude the more traditional feature learning approaches that have 

been applied to medical images. For a broader review on the ap- 

plication of deep learning in health informatics we refer to Ravi 

et al. (2017) , where medical image analysis is briefly touched upon. 

Applications of deep learning to medical image analysis first 

started to appear at workshops and conferences, and then in jour- 

nals. The number of papers grew rapidly in 2015 and 2016. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The topic is now dominant at major con- 

ferences and a first special issue appeared of IEEE Transaction on 

Medical Imaging in May 2016 ( Greenspan et al., 2016 ). 

One dedicated review on application of deep learning to med- 

ical image analysis was published by Shen et al. (2017) . Although 

they cover a substantial amount of work, we feel that important 

areas of the field were not represented. To give an example, no 

work on retinal image analysis was covered. The motivation for our 

review was to offer a comprehensive overview of (almost) all fields 

in medical imaging, both from an application and a methodology 

driven perspective. This also includes overview tables of all publi- 

cations which readers can use to quickly assess the field. Last, we 

leveraged our own experience with the application of deep learn- 

ing methods to medical image analysis to provide readers with 

a dedicated discussion section covering the state-of-the-art, open 

challenges and overview of research directions and technologies 

that will become important in the future. 

This survey includes over 300 papers, most of them recent, on 

a wide variety of applications of deep learning in medical image 

analysis. To identify relevant contributions PubMed was queried for 

papers containing (“convolutional” OR “deep learning”) in title or 

abstract. ArXiv was searched for papers mentioning one of a set 

of terms related to medical imaging. Additionally, conference pro- 

ceedings for MICCAI (including workshops), SPIE, ISBI and EMBC 

were searched based on titles of papers. We checked references 

in all selected papers and consulted colleagues. We excluded pa- 

pers that did not report results on medical image data or only 

used standard feed-forward neural networks with handcrafted fea- 

tures. When overlapping work had been reported in multiple pub- 

lications, only the publication(s) deemed most important were in- 

cluded. We expect the search terms used to cover most, if not all, 

of the work incorporating deep learning methods. The last update 

to the included papers was on February 1, 2017. The appendix de- 

scribes the search process in more detail. 

Summarizing, with this survey we aim to: 

• show that deep learning techniques have permeated the entire 

field of medical image analysis; 
• identify the challenges for successful application of deep learn- 

ing to medical imaging tasks; 
• highlight specific contributions which solve or circumvent these 

challenges. 

The rest of this survey is structured as followed. In Section 2 , 

we introduce the main deep learning techniques that have been 

used for medical image analysis and that are referred to through- 

out the survey. Section 3 describes the contributions of deep learn- 

ing to canonical tasks in medical image analysis: classification, 

detection, segmentation, registration, retrieval, image generation 

and enhancement. Section 4 discusses obtained results and open 

challenges in different application areas: neuro, ophthalmic, pul- 

monary, digital pathology and cell imaging, breast, cardiac, abdom- 

inal, musculoskeletal, and remaining miscellaneous applications. 

We end with a summary, a critical discussion and an outlook for 

future research. 

2. Overview of deep learning methods 

The goal of this section is to provide a formal introduction and 

definition of the deep learning concepts, techniques and architec- 

tures that we found in the medical image analysis papers surveyed 

in this work. 
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